Find Solutions
"Helping People Talk to People"

• An opportunity for you to have a part in creating the solutions and outcomes that improve your quality of life.

• Timely, and long-lasting resolutions with the help of a professional mediator.

• Each person is heard, an understanding is reached, and resolution agreed upon. A cooperative and collaborative outcome is found!

FindSolutions.org
Intake@FindSolutions.org | 303.651.6534

Find Solutions is an independent organization that contracts with different cities - we don't represent the city. This is almost always a free service provided by your City. Please give us a call and we'll explain what we do and why mediation works.
Here is how it works...

- Send us an email, give us a call. We'll listen to your concerns, to what is creating the conflict.
- We will explain mediation, why this is such a helpful opportunity, and why mediating works best at resolving ongoing conflict.
- One of our professional mediators will answer any questions you may have and schedule a time to mediate that works for you and the others involved. We mediate in-person or virtually.
- In mediation you will have a chance to explain your perspective, how things got to this point, and to understand the same from the other person. With the help of our mediator, you'll discover options and solutions, write an agreement that everyone contributes to, sign it, and your mediator will check back 30-days later to make sure everything is working as agreed.

Successful!

An opportunity for people in conflict to discuss their concerns and issues in a safe and productive environment, arriving at a cooperative and beneficial resolution.

Intake@FindSolutions.org | 303.651.6534